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IEEE is the world’s largest professional non-profit organization dedicated to
advancing technology for the benefit of humanity. With more than 423,000
members including nearly 117,000 student members across 160 countries
around the world, 

It inspires the global community to innovate a better tomorrow by creating
an environment where its members learn, interact, collaborate and innovate
the world-changing technologies.

IEEE and its members inspire a global community to innovate for a better
tomorrow through highly cited publications, conferences, technology
standards, and professional and educational activities. IEEE is the trusted
“voice” for engineering, computing, and technology information around the
globe.

About

IEEE



About

IEEE Kerala Section
IEEE Kerala Section has been organizing high quality, high impact technical events including several
international conferences in the recent past. The Humanitarian Technology initiative (which later led
to formation of SIGHT), the first ever IEEE Job Fair for Undergraduate Students, the formation of LINK
(Local Integrated network of Kerala)

The vibrancy of IEEE Kerala Section is at pioneering front. Well supported by the different AGs – Young
Professionals. WIE and Life Members, they form the backbone of some of the major activities in the
Section. The presence of 15 Technical Societies add a technical focus to the community and provide
them with a dimensional focus.



About

IEEE Kerala Young Professionals AG
IEEE Kerala Young Professionals is a team of passionate IEEE
volunteers who are in the early stages of their professional
career. The team has made revolutionary contributions to
the growth of IEEE Young Professionals in Kerala and has
consistently strived to empower Young Professionals
activities in India and South Asia by collaborating with
fellow affinity groups in the Region 10.

Over the years, our main focus was on helping the different sections of the society by providing
technical and mentoring support. IEEE Kerala Young Professionals is also credited for being the
pioneers of “Joy of Volunteering” campaign, thereby, promoting ethical volunteering in IEEE
community.



Core Values of

IKYP
Mission

Vision

Inspiring and equipping our members to become stronger leaders, more successful 
professionals, and more conscientious citizens

A Community of Young, Innovative Professionals becoming Future Technology Leaders



Initiatives under

IKYP
IEEE Job Fair

ieee-rescue.in
IEEE Volunteers with the support of the state run Kerala IT Mission, developed a portal
keralarescue.in to collect help across the state. The Chief Minister of Kerala released it as the official
online portal for the state’s rescue mission. 

One of the most prestigious events of IEEE Kerala Section started in 2017 that is determined to
serve the goal of creating opportunities for engineering students and graduates. The ultimate
platform for companies to choose their successors from the largest talent pool in Kerala. Aimed at
refining the nest of the lot, it broadens opportunities for undergrad students, graduates and
professionals alike to take a giant leap towards their lucrative career. 

We have structured this event in such a manner that we ensure that the candidates are trained and
prepared for the interviews with our pre-events like Career guidance training and workshops. Till
date, more than 300 companies participated in the job fair and more than 1000 candidates were
successful in receiving placement overs.



EMERGE 2020

Interns Team- IKS INT

Emerge 2020 is an online virtual summit hosted by IEEE Kerala Young Professionals For all people
out there looking to make a difference. A chance to listen to distinguished speakers from various
domains. The registration amount collected 100 Percent of the event profit will be donated to Chief
Ministers Distress Relief Fund(CMDRF), Kerala. The event was awarded the Best Section
Professional Award for the year 2020.

IKS Interns Team was born with the introduction of a new initiative by IEEE Kerala Section to select a
group of resourceful interns to its Electronic Communications Coordination team. Conceived from
an idea aimed at training and mentoring a selected number of students and transforming them
into valuable volunteers determined to work for the betterment of the Section. The team was
awarded the Global IEEE MGA Award for their Innovative work named as MinT

About 2000 people were working day and night to improve and maintain the rescue portal.
Engineers around the world worked from different time zones to ensure development and
maintenance round the clock. A total of 1,363,704 people visited the website and 45,587 requests
were posted through the portal. 1_KERALA_RESCUE_DOCUMENTATION.pdf (ieeekerala.org) (clickable)

https://ieeekerala.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/1_KERALA_RESCUE_DOCUMENTATION.pdf
https://ieeekerala.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/1_KERALA_RESCUE_DOCUMENTATION.pdf


Global Outreach Initiative 

Digital Outreach - YP Talks

This long-term initiative is to bridge the gap between students and professionals irrespective of
their IEEE section. IEEE being a global organization with several events conducted locally as well as
globally, this initiative was proposed to provide a platform to interact with Senior/Industry leaders
or members from other IEEE sections to exchange cultural values, technical ideas and professional
experiences.

Thus we are connecting with IEEE sections beyond our borders using IEEE as a platform to provide
global exposure to students as well as young professionals. Institute organizes Global Outreach
Initiative to explore diverse cultures - National Accord Newspaper.

Similar to the Global Outreach program, this initiative is focused on young professionals to share
their work experience, domain expertise and benefits of being an IEEE Young professional. More
than 100+ YP talks were conducted among numerous student branches across Kerala. 

(clickable)

https://www.nationalaccordnewspaper.com/institute-organizes-global-outreach-initiative-to-explore-diverse-cultures/


Awards & Recognitions

view more of our achievements....

(clickable)

https://yp.ieeekerala.org/achievements


Meet our Team

Nandan S
Chair

IEEE Kerala YP

Pooja Haridas
Joint Secretary
IEEE Kerala YP

Anoop Mathew
Secretary

IEEE Kerala YP

Neeraj Ipe
Vice Chair

IEEE Kerala YP

Jacob Thomas
Treasurer

IEEE Kerala YP

This isn't complete.
Take a look at our vibrant volunteer community across

20+ Working Groups 
(clickable)

https://yp.ieeekerala.org/office-bearers-2022/
https://yp.ieeekerala.org/office-bearers-2022/


Hope that you have got a basic outline on our community. If you still
need some clarifications, please contact us. We will arrange you with a
session of complete solutions that we are into either virtually or a direct
conversation.

Let's collaborate and focus on the advancing the technology for the
befits of humanity and mankind by bridging an equal contribution.

Impressed with

Us

yp.ieeekerala.org  

yp@ieeekerala.org

(clickable)

(clickable)

http://yp.ieeekerala.org/
mailto:yp@ieeekerala.org


Disclaimer 

Reprinting and photo mechanical reproduction is
permitted only with our express approval.

The printed material from IKYP to the best of our
knowledge informs; it is, however, not legally binding.

All illustrations and photos of the displayed products
are not binding with regard to chromaticity,
dimensions and equipment. 
 
All information in this catalog is supplied without
liability. Changes and updates which serve the
purpose of progress are reserved.
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IKYP services are subject to the Community's standard terms and conditions, available on request. For more information contact an authorized representative. Unless noted otherwise, trademarks and service marks herein are the property of IKYP and may be registered. IKYP serves its services in 
accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in the applicable contract between IKYP and collaborative team.
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